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Introduction
Let E be a locally compact second countable Hausdorff space. Let {E,} be a (countable) open covering of E where each E, is relatively compact and has a nonempty complement. Denote
~#={U" Uis open, UcE.forsomen}, ~={D'D=E--Uforsome Ue~
Consider a family of nonzero finite measures QD(x,') on E, where De~, x~E, such that each QD(x,') is concentrated on D, if xeD it is the point mass at [ TD < ~] where TD=inf{t>O: YteD}, the ( Jacod; see references in [9] . Different constructions under different sets of conditions were introduced in these papers, some of which use mostly potential theoretical methods. All of these papers assume stronger continuity conditions than [7] , which constructs all transient Hunt processes (up to a time change) and whose result is needed in this article. (We note that, using the theorem in [8] , the construction in [7] easily extends to the recurrent Hunt processes as well, and the result is stated as Theorem 3 in [-9]; [9] also corrected a gap in [7] in the proof of convergence of the time scale when holding points exist.)
~ QD(x, d y) f (y)= W [f (Y(TD) ) M (TD); T. < ~] ,= ~ f(Y(T.))M(TD)dW
In the present article the measures QD(x,') may have total mass greater than 1. We assume the following natural conditions on the QD(x,'): local transience, intrinsic right continuity, and quasi-left-continuity, (see Sect E--D= Un for some n}; note that if there is a subsequence of E, increasing to E, the U, can be chosen so that 9'=9. Then there exists a right process Y on E, which is actually a standard process because of the quasi-left-continuity, and a multiplicative functional (Mr) such that (0.1) holds for all x, DEg' and bounded Borel f on E. To our knowledge this result is new even in the context of the theory of harmonic spaces (see e.g. Constantinescu and Cornea [3] ) and the more recent theory of balayage spaces (see Bliedtner and Hansen [I] ), where the continuity conditions assumed are substantially stronger than the one assumed in this article, which consists of the intrinsic right continuity (a necessary condition) and the quasi-left-continuity. In this connection, however, it should be noted that our method is entirely probabilistic.
Incidentally, the continuity condition assumed in the theory of harmonic spaces (or in that of balayage spaces) implies that for all bounded Borel f the function y -* ~QF(Y, dz)f(z) is continuous on E--F; therefore qF(Y) is contin-uous on E-F and so locally bounded there, and consequently, since in a harmonic space each QD(x,') is concentrated on the boundary of D if x(~D, the growth conditions (0.2) is always satisfied in such a space.
The results are stated in Sect. 1. In Sect. 2 "local processes" are constructed based on the result in [7] . The heart of this work, however, is in Sects. 3 and 4, where "transformation (multiplicative) functionals" are constructed to connect the local processes, from which a consistent family of local processes and associated local multiplicative functionals are obtained, and finally a global process and associated multiplicative functional are defined by piecing together the local ones (with time changes). The reader not familiar with [7] , but with one of the constructions (of a Markov process from hitting distributions) referred to above, may replace (some of) the hypotheses in Sect. 1 by his/her familiar ones, omit reading Sect. 2 except the definitions of local processes and their associated local multiplicative functionals (see Theorem 2.1), and proceed to read Sects. 3 and 4.
Statement of results
As in the introduction E is a locally compact second countable Hausdorff space.
Let E~=Eu{A} be its one-point compactification. Let gd (resp. ~*) denote the a-algebra of Borel (resp. universally measurable) sets in EA. f~bgA (resp. feg~+), e.g., means f is a bounded (resp. positive) real gn-measurable function.
All real functions f on Ea will satisfy f(A)= 0 as a convention.
Let {E,, n > 1} be an open covering of E where each E, has (compact) closure E, c E, and E-E, is nonempty. (Again) let q/= { U: U is open, U c E, for some n} = {D: D = U c = E~ --U for some U ~ q/}.
Consider a family { (2D (x,.):D ~ 9, x e D} of (positive) measures on En that satisfies the following hypotheses (Q 1) through (Q 7).
(Q 1) 0 < qD( 
where T D = inf{ t > 0: Yt e D}.
If {E,} is arbitrary, i.e. does not necessarily contain a subsequence increasing to E, then, as in the introduction, we fix for each n an open U, with U,, c E, and denote 9'= {De@: E A-DC U, for some n}. 
See e.g. [51. Such a process ()~t) will be denoted (X,. t/~).
Some remarks need to be made about the hypotheses.
Remarks about (Q 2): The universal measurability is a preliminary measurability condition; without it (Q2) and (Q3) cannot be stated. The point A will only serve as the adjoined death point for (Y~) and the transformed processes (Xt" Tt)
constructed from the local processes (X0; thus it carries no mass in the measures QD(x,') for xeE. If it is desirable to add mass to the measures Qo(x,') at an adjoined point, it is preferable to add an isolated point ~ to E~ for this purpose, (~ is then included in all D e ~).
No remarks need to be made about (Q 2). Remarks about (Q 3): First, if the conclusion of the theorem (Theorem 2) holds, it is easy to see that E] is exactly the a-algebra of nearly Borel sets for (Yt);
for M,>O on [0, Ta) a.s. Of course Borel measurability of {QD(x,')} implies nearly-Borel measurability, and the latter is a natural measurability assumption.
In Sect. 2 we will see that it is equivalent to:
Remark about (Q4): Under the conclusion of the theorem (Q4) must hold. For if
~ Qo(x, dy) Qwc(y, F)=PX[M(TD) M(Tv~c)oO(TD); Y(Tv~c)oO(Tn)~F--{A}]
(for convenience of writing we use the conventions Yto 00o = A, Y~ = A and Moo = 0 here and below) is 0 for all (sufficiently small) compact neighborhoods C of x, then
Px[Y(TF~c) oO(TD)~F--{A}] =0
for all such C, and by (Q 6) we have 
px [y(Tru (x}) o O(TD ) ~F--{A
QD. (x, d y) qF(Y) g(Y) = px
[g (Y(T,,)) M (T.). M ( Tv)o 0 (T.)] = Px [g(Y(T,)) M (TF)] ~ P~ [g (Y(T)) M (TF)].
Thus Qon(x, dy)qF(y) converges weakly to v(dy)=px[M(TF); Y(T)Edy] (note these measures all have total mass qe(x)). Next, for fEbE +, y-+Qc(y, fqv) =PY[f(Y(Tc))M(Tv) ]
is easily checked to be excessive on Ea--C and so a.s.
t~Qc(Yt, fqF) is right continuous on t-intervals when
ally the latter fact is easy to prove directly by martingale convergence.) Thus we have the following vague convergence on (E~ -C) x R
Qo.(x, dy) qF(Y) 1EQ~(y, fqFl~a~l = P~ [M(TF); Y(T.)~dy, Qc(Y(T~),fqF)eda ] P~[M(TF); Y(T)edy, Qc(Y(T),fqF)~da]
= v(dy) 1Ee~(y ' Sq~)~a~l" 
Note that we did not write (Q 6) in the following form:
which would reflect the additional requirement that the MF (M~) is also "quasileft-continuous ".
Local processes
In this section we fix an (open) set G~ and denote F=GC=E~-G. Let 9o = {D s~: F c D}. We will prove the following theorem. 
The px in (X,, PX) is not the same as that in (Yt,P x) in Theorems 1, 2. Note the measures Ho(x,') are probability measures (since yQo(x, dy)qe(y) = qe(x) by (Q 2)) and H o (x, {A }) = 0 if x # A ; therefore TF < ~ a.s. and the lifetime T~= ~ a.s. P~ for xeE. (TF will be called the proper lifetime of (X,).) For (J,) to be a MF, one needs only to prove that J~ is right continuous a.s. (2.3) is immediate from (2.1) and (2.2).
For the existence of (Xt) we will need Theorem 1 of [7] . Denote K = G ~ {A*} the one-point compactification of G. K is (obtained from) EA by identifying all points in F as the single point A*. 9o is also regarded as the family of compact sets D in K that contain A*, i.e. {(G-U)uA*: Ueql, UcG} (note that we will often write {A*} as A*). Thus HD(x;. ) in (2.1) is also taken to be a measure on K (when D c K), with of course HD(X, A*) equal to the original HD (X, F).
With {HD(x,'):Dego, xeK} regarded as a family of measures on K, we will prove that it satisfies hypothesis (H 1) through (H6) in [-7] , (in doing so D is often regarded as a set in E~, x as in Ez, and HD(x,. ) as a measure on E~, and no harm will be done). Denote by N the a-algebra of Borel sets in K and ~* that of universally measurable sets in K. H~dy,-).
=~Hm(x, dy)HD~(y, dz). []
The family N" of nearly Borel sets of K relative to the family HD(X,') is defined as follows. A subset B of K is in N n if for any finite measure # on G there exist Borel B1, B2, with BlcBc~GcB2cG, such that for all compact CcB2
Obviously N ~ N" oN*. From the definitions of d~ and N", it is easy to see that AeN~ iff Ac~GeN"~G for all GeY/(note N" depends on G). It is proved in [7, Sect. 2] , that N" is a a-algebra; from this the following proposition is immediate.
Proposition 2.2 ~ is a a-algebra. (H 3) (Nearly-Borel measurability). HD (', B) c N" if D ~ 90, B ~ N.
Proof. Let f~bN + and h=HD(.,f); we show heN". By a standard argument it suffices to show that, given a finite measure # on G, there exist h~, h 2 in N ~ with 0 = ht < h =< h2 such that, for all compact C c {h 2 > hi}, (2.4) holds. Below we regard DcE~, f~Nf with f constant on F, and write C~A* as FuC. But this leads to a contradiction since C acD and so 
Now h(x) = HD(x,f)= qe(x)-1 QD(x,f qF).
Note qF = Qe (', EA) e ~ by (Q 3). Define v (.) = f # (d x) qv (x) -1 QD (x,-
QF uC,(#, C')= ~ QFuc(#, d y) QF ~c,(Y, C').
If QF,,c(#,C')>O then Qv~c,(#,C')>O. Otherwise Qv~c(l~, C-C')>0. But if y ~ C-C', then since h2 (Y) > ha (Y), Qe (y, {k2 > k l }) > 0,
and so
Qv ~c,(y, C')= ~ Qe(y, dz) Qv ~ c,(Z, C')>0
if C' is sufficiently large (i.e. C is sufficiently large Proof. We first show that (H5) follows from condition (H5') below and then prove (H 5') from (Q 5).
(H 5'). Proof. This is immediate from (Q4) and the fact that the Ho(y,. ) arc probability measures. [] Now that (H 1) though (H 6) are established, it follows from Theorem 1 of [7] that there exists a right process (actually a Hunt process) ()(t, px) on K with A* as the death point and with finite lifetime T~. such that the hitting distributions are the given HD(x,'). 
v(dy) = qF(x) P* [X(TA)~dy] = qe(x) e~(dy)
.
The multiplicative functional connecting two local processes
From now on a right process (X,, px) is simply written as X t and a MF (Mr) as M,. We will occasionally write the probability measure P] in (X~, Pj) as px.
All (right) processes Xt will have as sample space the space ~2 of right continuous paths 0~:[0, Go)~Ea such that co~=A implies o)s=A for s>t; furthermore we can require all co to have left limits on (0, Tz) where Tz = inf{t: cot = A }. Of course Xt(ro)=cot, and the same notation TD=inf{t>=O:XtED } is therefore used for all Xt. A MF Mt (in a process Xt) is said to be "trajectory-dependent" (more appropriately trajectory-dependent-only) if for any finite measure ~ on Ea there exists A such that W(AC)=0 and for all 0)1, co 2 in A and tl, t2>0, and increasing 
H~(x, d y)= QD(x, dy) qdx)-~ q~(y)
and with the MF J/in X~ defined by ( 
3.2) J/= qdX~o) q~(X~)-i
we have, for xeE, D~ containing F~, febCA
QDf (x) = W [f (X~(TD)) Y (T,)].
We will regard J~ as also defined in X 2 by Jtt=qt(XZ)q~(X{) -1. Denote Z t =Xta]~. The following defines a MF in Z t :
Denote by ~tt 2 the filtration generated by the paths of Xt z that is, as always, right continuous and completed in the usual way. Of course q~t is adapted to fit 2 .
Lemma 3.2 (i) Let T, S be ~-stopping times with T <S <<_(t and p~(j2)+; then
Pg Ep O(S)/~ ( T)3 = pz [P3 for all x. (ii) If S is as above, Pff[q~(S)]=l for all x; consequently (at is a TMF in Zt.
(iii) Z,. G ~ X].
Proof. 
4,,,_1(t) ~1= 4)(To~/,t) j=~ 4)(TCn-'~'~A(t--T"S)~
(v) Z,. ~b~o(t)lv~Xr (from the above q~o~(t) is a TMF in Zt). (vi) A.s. ~ (t) is strictly positive on [-0, (1] (or on [0, oo)).
Proof. (i) follows form the definition of nk(X ).
(ii) follows from (i), the corresponding properties of 4~,(t) and the fact that {x: nk(x)=n}eg*. (iii) follows from (i) and Lemma 3.3. To show (iv) holding a.s. Px z, choose a subsequence nk(i)(X ) of nk(x) such that a.s. P~, nk~O(x)>n~(X2r) for all sufficiently large i; then using the fact that, if n(i)> nz(y) for all large i, r and 4~,~(y)(t) converge uniformly in t to the same limit a.s. py2, and using the fact ~b, (T+ S)o Or)= q~,(T). ~b, (S)o 0 T except possibly on {X~eU-C,}, which set $0 since Cn'fU, one obtains the desired equality 9 (v) follows from Lemma 3.
2(iii) since eb~o(t)=~b,(t)=O(t) for t < Tv = T~ _ u. It remains to show (vi). Let
Then we can write n'> ll t
r (t) = ~ (t)/q~ (t).
Define 43+ (t)= lim ~,~(x~)(t). Then a.s. ~,(x~)(t)--+ ~+ (t)
uniformly in t; so a.s.
~b (t) = lira +~<x 2) (t) 43h~<x~)(t) = ~b+ (t) ~+ (t) on [-0, (13-Since qS(t) is strictly positive on [0, ~1], (vi) follows. []
We now define ~ on [0, (1] by and extend to re[O, oe) by the requirement that ~ be a MF (in X 2) and be constant off U (using the fact that ~, t=<~l , is constant off U). To make this definition precise, let T. be defined by To = 0 and
Of course T~ = oe for sufficiently large n. Define Thus ~ is a TMF in X 2. Finally, the assertion X 2. ~lv~X~lv is just Theorem
P2[T(t A T.)] = P2[T(t); t< T~_ I] + P2[tp(t
3.7(v). []
The global process and associated multiplicative functional
We prove Theorem 1 using two methods. The first method is simpler but not quite rigorous (but perhaps could satisfy some readers); the second method is involved but rigorous. The two methods are not essentially different in the case of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 2 uses an extension of the second method.
First proof of Theorem I
Here EmTE. We may assume E,,cE,,cE,,+I. by (4.10), (4.5) , the definition of Y[", the computation (4.7), and (4.1).
Second proof of Theorem 1
Fix N > 2. We will construct directly in X N MFs ~, 1 < m < N, that appeared in 4.1, and show that ~N-~... ~ are TMFs. Let C,,, be compact sets with C,,o=0, C~,~U~ as n~ and C,,, increasing in m for each n. With X~, XT' (respectively X~+l), EN, E~ (respectively E~+I), and Um playing the roles of X 2, Xt 1, G2, G1 and U in Sect. 3, and with C,,,= C,, we obtain a TMF ~Nm (respectively ~Nm) that is the TMF ~ in Sect. Recall the approximating functionals ~o,,(t) for ~b~(t)=~A~ 1 in Sect. 
L,(t)= H ~'~(t)/~m(t) 9
m=l It suffices to prove that for any x and ~tN-stopping time S<(N, we have P~ [Ln(S)] < 1. Define for 1 < ml < m2 < N 
Proof of Theorem 2
Assume as we may that the Em are all distinct, {Era} is closed w.r. For m~<m2<__N (mz<N or m2=N) , let ~ ..... be the MF in Xt u defined in a similar way to the MF ~"~ at the beginning of Subsect. 4.2, with the roles of X~', X~ '+l and Um replaced by Xt 1, X~ 2 and U,,,. That is, with ~u,, (resp. ~m,m,) denoting the TMF ~g in Sect. 3 when X~, X~" (respectively X7'2), EN, Em~ (respectively Era=) and Urn, play the roles of X~, X 1, G2, G, and U in Sect. 
